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Introduction

Background

Publishers have almost complete discretion to decide

Libraries hold a crucial position in their communi-

the terms on which libraries access their titles for

ties. They provide valuable non-commercial public

elending. Consider the practices of some major pub-

spaces, foster digital literacies, provide public infor-

lishers. HarperCollins licenses many of its ebook titles

mation, and are recasting their social role and purpose

for 26 loans only – after that, they’re ‘worn out’ and

to accommodate new creative and practical activities.

need to be purchased again. Other members of the ‘Big

But curating and providing access to cultural texts

5’ - the five most dominant global publishing houses

in a variety of physical formats has long been a core

- have shifted to ‘exploding’ licences: their books are

way for libraries to promote access to knowledge and

deleted from library collections two years after pur-

culture, including particularly enabling access for

chase, even if they’ve never been borrowed. In the

the least socially advantaged. The lending of ebooks

case of Hachette, books aren’t even available on those

(‘elending’) has great potential to further these mis-

terms. It refuses to license any of its titles to libraries

sions. It can help reach otherwise disenfranchised

in Commonwealth countries on any terms whatso-

readers, including rural populations, shift workers, and

ever (Giblin et al 2019a). And Macmillan recently

those with vision and mobility impairments. And it has

announced a two-month embargo on elending for all

potential also to free valuable physical space for other

new titles. In the first eight weeks of a title’s release,

activities. But with elending, libraries find themselves

libraries will be able to purchase only a single ‘per-

pincered at the intersection of market and public inter-

petual access’ copy. After that, titles will be offered on

ests. Publishers need to sell books in order to support

exploding licences only.

their authors and make a profit, and are concerned

Libraries have responded to these changes with wide-

that, far more than with physical loans, digital bor-

spread dismay and anger (ALA, 2019). They have

rowing from libraries may substitute for purchase.

always been able to buy and lend physical books

They’re setting prices and licence terms that they think

without requiring publishers’ permission, but the pur-

will best achieve their own goals, but their licensing

chase and loan of ebooks is regulated very differently.

decisions often fail to price and license books com-

Since buying and lending ebooks involves the making

mensurately with their value to libraries (Giblin et al

of copies and transmissions, the initial purchase and

2019a) and, despite their apparent intentions to do so,

each subsequent loan all require the permission of the

aren’t always rolled out consistently across aggregators

copyright holder - usually the publisher (Giblin and

(Giblin et al 2019b). The elending market is not well

Weatherall, 2015). As we see, publishers are flexing

documented, and little attention has been paid to how

those new muscles in all kinds of ways. Less well

libraries have been repositioned by market dynamics

understood are the impacts of publisher licensing

in the ebook system. Strict confidentiality restrictions

practices on public libraries’ abilities to fulfil their

and inconsistent data formats across platforms make

policy goals.

it difficult for all market players - publishers, aggregators and libraries alike - to understand which books are
being made available for elending, to whom, and the
terms of that access.
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In the print market, libraries occupy a position of

The availability and use of ebooks in libraries has been

considerable power. They purchase large quanti-

investigated via interviews and surveys of librarians

ties of books at advantageous prices from wholesale

and readers, which have analysed such matters as how

suppliers, and publishers have no power to set dif-

they value the availability and experience of elending,

ferent prices for libraries than for consumers. In the

and the degree of take-up (e.g. McKnight & Dearnley,

ebook market, however, libraries have no power to

2003; Ashcroft, 2011; Girard, 2014; Martindale, 2015;

shop around for the best price. Publishers can and do

Blackwell, 2017; Bergström et al, 2017). Recent studies

license titles on different terms to libraries. Further,

have also provided new data about how publishers are

publishers do not deal with libraries directly, nor can

licensing different kinds of ebooks to libraries across

libraries deal with regular retailers. To purchase titles

English-language markets (Giblin et al. 2019a, 2019b).

for elending, libraries must enter into contracts with

However, there has not yet been a detailed analysis of

aggregator platforms. These are cultural intermediaries

how publisher licensing practices are impacting library

who negotiate with publishers to provide ebooks to

decisions about which books to add to their collec-

libraries. Like other media industries, the publishing

tions, or the trade-offs libraries make in balancing their

industry is increasingly ‘platformized’ by pow-

communities’ diverse needs in the elending space.

erful market-making organisations (Mansell, 2015).

That is the gap we fill with our Australia-wide library

Aggregator platforms sell access to ebooks (and other

survey. Details about the survey, who filled it out, and

products, such as audio books) through online mar-

the different ways that Australian public libraries pur-

ketplaces, and provide tools for libraries to navigate

chase titles for elending are outlined at the end of this

and select ebooks for their collections. Libraries pay

report (see ‘Materials and Methods’). Readers should

platform fees to aggregators to access their collections

be aware that responses to the survey came from a

(generally separately, but sometimes built into title

range of players, from large consortia to small public

prices), and then fees for each title they add to their

libraries. The responses reported here are not weighted

collections (Giblin et al 2019a). To engage in elending,

for the size of the library or population it serves.

therefore, libraries cannot just purchase an ebook on
the retail market, but require an ongoing licence from
a publisher (directly, or through an aggregator platform). The result is that, unlike with physical books,
publishers can place a range of conditions on ebooks
for lending.

We will follow up this work with complementary
analysis examining elending from publishers’ perspectives in order to better understand their own decision-making and constraints. The combined results
will support development of evidence-based reforms
to law and practice.
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Survey findings

and represents a sizeable proportion of library collection budgets. Elsewhere in the world, where elending

Market reach

is supported by larger populations and more uptake

1. Nationwide spend is considerable, and
growing.

are far higher. Thus the financial stakes at issue are

(particularly the US and Canada) the amounts involved
substantial, and it is important to address the market
issues identified throughout this paper.

The nationwide spend on ebooks by Australian libraries

Participating libraries varied in their experiences of

is considerable. We received 99 responses estimating

elending, with some introducing elending as early as

each library or consortium’s yearly spend on elending,

2003 and others adopting it as recently as 2018 (the

including platform fees. Some libraries were unable

year the survey was conducted). Peak commencement

to separate out budgets for e-audiobooks and e-mag-

was around 2011-2012 (60% within 2010-2013, n=70

azines, so the reported figures are approximate only.

of 130 responses).

There is an enormous range in what is being spent,
from as little as $1500 for a small country library’s
contribution to larger libraries and consortia spending

Market dynamics

over a million dollars per annum. The total annual
spend reported was some AUD$11,770,000. We

A key goal of this research was to understand how public

emphasise that this is less than the national elending

libraries decide whether to buy books for elending, and

spend by libraries, since we did not have responses

the roles played by price and other licence terms. The

from all public library services which provide ebooks.

results show that library decision-making is very heavily

Whilst this is a small portion of the Australian book

driven by actual and anticipated reader demand, which

market (valued at $1.18B in 2018), elending is a fast

override all other factors - and thus have a heavy impact

growing segment of an otherwise largely flat market,

on the titles that are purchased.

Figure 1: When did libraries introduce elending?

n=96
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Platforms

Platform fees were identified as a major consider-

2. Libraries manage collections across multiple
platforms.

ation for libraries when deciding where to allocate
resources. Libraries regularly reported the fees as problematic when they were asked what they would like to
see vendors and platforms do differently.

We asked libraries to identify which platform(s) they
use for elending. Almost two thirds of libraries used

‘Bring down the platform fees! There is quite
a difference in pricing amongst vendors for

more than one platform (82), with three libraries man-

platform fees.’

aging collections across four different platforms. The
median number of platforms libraries contracted with
was two. Of 126 libraries responses, a total of twelve
different platforms for elending were identified.

Factors influencing decisions to
purchase
3. Public demand for borrowing is the most
important factor for libraries in deciding
whether to purchase titles.

Figure 2: What platforms do libraries
use for elending?
Other
7 responses
James Bennett (Axis360)
9 responses

To explore the factors influencing decisions around

Bibliotheca (Cloud Library)
20 responses

purchasing ebooks, we asked libraries to rate on a scale

RB Digital (Wavesound)
24 responses

take specified factors into account. Factors included

of 1-10 (with 10 being the highest), how much they
price and licence type, curation (eg where the library

Overdrive
50 responses

considered it is important to hold the title for reasons

Bolinda (Borrow Box)
106 responses

independent of demand), ‘known demand’ (e.g. cus0

40
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tomer requests and holds), and ‘anticipated demand’
(eg pre-release ‘buzz’). Note this is demand not to buy,
but from customers wanting to borrow from the library.

The use of multiple platforms has financial implications
as platforms each typically charge hosting fees, which
can be prohibitive, especially for smaller libraries.

‘For a small library such as ourselves
we are unable to provide access to all
publishers due to only being to purchase
one platform. If all ebooks are available for
all vendors to ‘sell’ fairer access would be
provided.‘

Despite libraries often adopting multiple platforms to
ensure access to the widest variety of books, they still
report difficulties with accessing specific ebook titles
for lending (see figure 3).

Figure 3: How difficult is it for libraries
to access ebooks?
Some difficulties
with accessing ebooks:
114 libraries or 92%
Major difficulties
with accessing ebooks:
29 libraries or 24%
Readers reported major
difficulties with access:
15 libraries or 12%
Readers identified
unmet demand:
96 libraries or 77%

n=124
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Figure 4: Most important factors for libraries to decide whether to buy*
Known demand (e.g. customer requests, holds)
56 libraries or 54%
Anticipated demand (e.g. pre-release 'buzz')
26 libraries or 25%
Curation (i.e. thelibrary thinks it's important to
hold the title independent of demand)
3 libraries or 3%
Price
6 libraries or 6%
Licence type (including whether it needs to
be 'bundled' with other titles)
12 libraries or 12%
0

n=103
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* Number of libraries who ranked each factor 10, i.e. most important

The data demonstrate that demand factors are by far

are entwined - a less advantageous licence may still be

the strongest influencers of library decisions to buy

attractive at the right price. Libraries recognised this,

ebooks for lending. Known demand was rated the

with one explaining: ‘The main factor that drives our

highest (with a median of 9) and anticipated demand

purchase is demand/usage. I personally don’t object to

was ranked second (with a median of 8). Somewhat

titles having a restricted timed licence provided they

less important were curation (median 5), price (median

are priced accordingly. A physical copy of a category

6) and licence type (median 7).

a bestseller would [...] cost us $25 and we would get

In other words, libraries give weight to public demand

50 loans.’

for borrowing as the most important factor, over the
associated licence terms and prices and their curation

‘We prefer licences that allow persistent
access (without restrictions for term or
loan limits), but do buy titles with these
restrictions to meet client expectation and
drive use.’

mission.
We separately asked libraries to explain the importance of price and licence type in deciding whether to
purchase an ebook title. Of course, these two factors

Figure 5: How much is price a factor in deciding
whether to purchase an ebook title?
Not at all important

Figure 6: How much is license type a factor in deciding
whether to purchase an ebook title?
I don’t know

Extremely important
3% or 4 libraries

6% or 7 libraries

1% or 1 library

Not at all important
6% or 8 libraries

Extremely important
8% or 10 libraries

Very important
22% or 27 libraries

Slightly important
23% or 28 libraries

Slightly important
22% or 28 libraries

Moderately important
46% or 56 libraries
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Very important
28% or 35 libraries

Moderately important

n=122

n=125

34% or 43 libraries

All else being equal however, how important are

other considerations that would factor into the deci-

price and licence type to library decision making?

sion-making process. But even then, these responses

Most libraries reported that price and licence type are

suggested that many libraries would be inclined to

both only moderately important in deciding whether

purchase high demand titles, even where the price

to purchase an ebook title. Interestingly, more libraries

made them reluctant to do so, after considering, for

found licence type to be a very or extremely important

example, whether budget was available or whether the

factor than price (36% compared to 25.4%).

title might be available elsewhere.

Demand
4. Pricing is less important than patron demand.

To further explore the importance of demand on library
decision-making, we asked libraries whether they
would purchase high-demand titles regardless of unattractive pricing, and to explain their decision-making.
We categorised the 109 free text responses into four
categories: ‘no’, ‘it depends’ (indicating that the
respondents listed conditions or factors they would
take into account in making the decision), ‘yes’ and

‘Remaining relevant means that we are a
slave to demand driven purchasing. (Don’t
tell the publisher)’.

99 out of 124 libraries (80%) have policies of purchasing additional ebook copies when there are a
certain number of holds, providing further evidence
for the centrality of patron demand. Fifty-one libraries
specified the number of holds that would trigger the
purchase of an additional copy. The lowest was 2
holds and the highest was 10 (the average was 4.5,
and median 4).

‘not applicable’.
These responses again underline how strongly reader

Price

demand drives ebook purchasing by libraries. Only
13% said they would reject unattractively priced
but high demand titles; 38% of respondents simply

5. Libraries have limited strategies to
track pricing.

answered that they would purchase high-demand
titles regardless of unattractive pricing. Another 47%

The survey responses established that libraries would

of libraries indicated that they may do so, but specified

(however unwillingly) pay high prices for titles. As one

Figure 7: Would your library purchase a title with
high demand regardless of unattractive pricing?
Yes
41 libraries or 38%

library put it when asked whether they would pay an
unattractive price for a high demand title: ‘Yes. What
alternative choices are available?’ A recurring theme
concerned pricing of books in a series. One library
explained, ‘customer requests are often for titles in

It depends
51 libraries or 47%

series so I assess full value of series. I have found in
too many instances a final volume in a series has a

No
15 libraries or 14%

greatly inflated price.’
Libraries also explained their strategies for managing

N/A
2 libraries or 2%

n=109

high prices, but these were limited. For example, one
0

20

40

60

strategy was to substitute less expensive titles for more
expensive equivalents.
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However, this was identified as a realistic option only
for non-fiction titles (where a book on one topic might
be substituted for an alternative book on the same
topic). Other libraries put a cap on the upper limit they

Figure 8: How closely do libraries track
their cost per loan?
Moderately
closely

No tracking
40% or 50 libraries

15% or 18 libraries

were prepared to pay.
Very closely
6% or 8 libraries

With lending models that offer a time limit,
it is often only cost effective to provide
access to the most popular ebooks as
these are the only ones that achieve a high
enough number of loans in that time.’

Slight tracking
34% or 42 libraries

n=124
In the absence of alternatives, libraries do have some

It is interesting to observe that libraries track the number

ways to manage high prices within budgets; none of

of holds so much more closely than the number of

them perfect. One is to reduce the number of copies

circulations. Libraries separately reported not being

purchased, and libraries indicated that they were reg-

able to track circulations for ebooks as well as they

ularly obliged to do so. As one explained, ‘We cannot

can for physical collections. This makes sense, from

afford to buy as many copies of a title as we ordinarily

the aggregator’s perspective. They have an interest in

would to meet demand (e.g. 1 copy for each 3 requests

making hold-tracking easy (since it promotes sale of

for our physical collection), because of the inflated

more books). However, enabling libraries to see what

prices of eBooks and lending limitations.’ Whilst sat-

happens to titles after purchase may be less advanta-

isfying demand was a high priority, libraries simply

geous - after all, low circulations for certain kinds of

can’t always do so. ‘We could quite easily double

titles may disincentivise libraries from buying similar

the budget and still be unable to satisfy all of the out-

books.

standing eBook holds and recommendations for purchase.’’ Thus, though libraries indicated that they feel
obliged to submit to high or even unreasonable pricing
for certain titles, that means forsaking the purchase of
other content. Another tactic for corralling costs was to
satisfy demand without necessarily increasing it. One
library admitted to purchasing expensive ebook titles
where necessary, but then taking care not to publicise
the book by, for example, displaying it on the catalogue’s ‘home screen’. In that way they hoped to avoid
high holds and additional costs from readers who just
happened upon them instead of actively seeking those

Relatedly, we asked whether libraries have a benchmark price per loan that they try to reach. Of 123
responses, no Australian library respondent was
actively trying to achieve such a benchmark. Fifteen
percent of libraries (n=19) had indicative ‘price per
loan’ benchmarks but were not actively trying to
achieve them, with one respondent specifying that
their ‘ad hoc ‘price per loan’’ was $1.

Figure 9: Why don’t libraries track price per loan?
Not interested
15 libraries or12%

titles out.

Did not actively
pursue benchmarks
19 libraries or 15%

We asked whether libraries sought to track their price
per loan by dividing the price of a title by the number
of loans allowed under the licence, or the number of
loans actually achieved for a given title. We found that
respondents did not track this closely.
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Had not
considered
benchmarking
52 libraries or 43%

n=123

Wanted to
track but lacked
resources or skills
37 libraries or 30%

Figure 10: Do libraries take steps to reduce
the price per loan?
Not interested
17 libraries or 14%

Actively taking
steps to reduce price
9 libraries or 7%

6. Libraries show a strong desire for multiple
licence types and price points.

Interested, but
lacked skills

Unlike physical books which are purchased by libraries

32 libraries or 26%

outright, ebooks are offered to libraries under licence.

Had not
considered

n= 123

Licence terms

65 libraries or 53%

These results suggest that many libraries lack the analysis and reporting capabilities that would enable them
to track purchases and performance across platforms.
The survey shows how little Australian public libraries
focus on price when deciding whether to purchase
books for elending. They choose to have a smaller collection over one that doesn’t suit their readers’ needs.
Our previous research has found that publishers set
their prices in ways that are disconnected from the

The most common licence types are ‘one copy,
one user’; ‘26 loans’; ‘36 loans or two years
whichever comes first’. ‘One copy, one user’
(OC/OU) licences permit libraries to loan a book
to a single reader at a time for as long as the
platform has access to the title. (ie simultaneous
loans are prohibited). Some licences - known as
‘Metered Access’ or MA - ‘meter’ the borrowing
of books, with titles available for a specified
number of loans (though not simultaneous)
and/or duration, and expire when either limit it
reached. ‘Exploding’ licences expire at the end
of some time limit (for example 2 years) even if
nobody has ever borrowed them.

value of books to libraries (Giblin et al 2019b). This
survey data now shows that libraries are likely to pay

Libraries ranked licence terms as an important factor in

these prices regardless - at least for titles with known

their purchasing decisions, more so than price (though

or anticipated demand. Where there is no evidence of

less than actual and anticipated demand - see above).

such demand however, it appears likely that libraries

To examine the impact of licence type in more detail,

will simply not purchase titles where the price is high

we asked libraries to directly evaluate the importance

and the licence is unattractive, even where they would

of licence type in deciding whether to purchase indi-

be beneficial to the collection. This hints at the cultural

vidual ebook titles.

costs of publishers pricing and licensing books in ways
that are disconnected from their value to libraries. It
is also likely to cost authors, particularly debut and
midlist writers, whose books may then not be held in
libraries and thus miss out on the discoverability that

Figure 11: How important is licence type in
library purchasing?
License type
not a consideration
30% or 37 libraries

libraries offer. The use of ‘exploding’ licences (introduced below) make it particularly risky for libraries to
purchase such titles for their collections.

License type
‘moderate’ consideration
34% or 43 libraries
License type ‘extremely’
or ‘very’ important
36% or 45 libraries

n=125
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Of 120 responses, 82 either agreed or strongly agreed
it is important that publishers offer multiple licence
types and price points for titles, so libraries can choose
the one that best fits the current needs of their readers
and budgets.
However, as our previous research has found (Giblin
et al 2019a, Giblin et al 2019b), libraries are rarely
offered such options. In the survey, they told us this
limits their abilities to purchase the right licence for

Library strategies: Sharing risk’:
Libraries are creating larger risk pools (consortia)
to manage their risks as more licences shift to
metered access. However, this strategy can
itself be undermined by changes in licencing
arrangements. Macmillan for example has
recently introduced restrictions permitting
only one OC/OU licence per title to an entire
consortium.

their needs:

‘Uniform licensing models [...] can lead
to a shallow collection that favours stuff
that only moves in the short term rather
than the long term and may not have been

Per loan licensing
7. Per loan pricing is appealing to libraries
because it allows them to better meet demand.

borrowed in the licence period.’
We asked our library respondents whether per loan
In free text responses, respondents identified certain

licensing would be an appealing licence option. This

licence terms as potential ‘dealbreakers’, including

was in response to an emerging licensing model being

one year expiry dates, prices above a certain figure,

increasingly made available by publishers, under

and certain publisher practices such as ‘bundling’.

which libraries only pay for ebooks when they were

Bundling requires libraries to purchase, for example,

lent out, rather than libraries purchasing upfront a per-

500 or 1000 titles from a single publisher to access

petual licence or one entitling them to say 26 loans or

any one title. 92 out of 114 (80%) libraries said they

two years worth of loans. Price per loan models have

either would not purchase, or would be less likely to

potential to enable libraries, publishers and authors

purchase titles that were forced into such bundles.

to better allocate risk (of unread books) and reward

Macmillan is the main publisher to have historically

(for popular books).

insisted on this practice, and it has been widely condemned by library organisations. The practice has

In free text responses to this question, clear themes

recently been dropped by some aggregators, though

emerged in terms of potential benefits. The most sig-

some report that it continues within others (Giblin et

nificant was that it would be possible to offer more

al 2019b). This is consistent with our earlier research,

copies or simultaneous loans, meaning demand could

which found that publishers often fail to give effect to

be more immediately met and waiting lists reduced: as

their intention to offer the same terms across platforms

one library noted, cost per loan had worked well in an

(Giblin et al 2019a).

instance where one title which had over 50 reserves.
Such a model also facilitates collection management

‘Penguin Random House’s new model
of charging the same amount of money
for a title which once would have been
perpetual access but is now for two years
only has made us less likely to buy titles
from them.’

over time: titles can be made more available when
demand is greatest and dropped when the ‘trend has
passed’.

‘This would be great for popular titles that
we may not want to hold long term.’

12

It would also be possible for libraries to hold more
‘risky’ titles with uncertain demand; the ‘penalty’
for poor purchase decisions would be reduced, and
libraries could include ‘less popular works’ and ‘more

‘Because it is demand driven the
collection can become shallow and hostage
to passing trends and passions of specific
library users.’

classic titles’; there would be ‘no dead titles’ (books
paid for but never borrowed). It would be possible to
better serve smaller populations (e.g. rural libraries)
and smaller groups within populations (e.g. specific

‘I personally think that sometimes too
much choice can be overwhelming and
lead to no choice being made.’

language groups) where the numbers of likely loans
are below the standard licence numbers; enabling

Libraries were also fearful that ‘per loan’ models could

more libraries to have a ‘large collection that caters

cause them to have to limit access to collections or risk

for a wide range of readers.’ Some libraries mentioned

blowing their budgets:

that per-loan licensing could create collections that
are more ‘customer driven’.

‘Customers would be able to take out what
they want as opposed to what we think
they want, thus better meeting demand.’

Per loan licences are also attractive to libraries because

‘Budget limits would be exceeded and
borrowings would be curtailed (eg:
similar to Kanopy video streaming [a
movie platform offered via libraries, for
which they pay a fee per patron view]).
A consequent limit on the number of
borrowings per user and borrower
frustration would result.’

they permit a much larger selection of titles to be held
in collections, while eliminating the financial risk that
comes from adding titles that do not circulate (since
the library pays only if the book is borrowed). On the
flip side, the prices ‘per loan’ for such titles in this current, experimental phase of ‘per loan’ licensing have

‘[Per loan pricing] would need budget
mechanisms (monthly cap on total
downloads) to ensure usage didn’t exceed
annual budget. This could lead to times
where the collection wasn’t available to the
public’.

so far have tended to be high, reducing their attractiveness to libraries.

8. Libraries are concerned that price per loan
licensing could create budget blowouts and
shallow collections.

‘There is not enough loan data available
to libraries to assess the full benefit of this
model. Improvements in the data capture,
data analytics and cooperative vendor
participation in analysis would be need
[sic] to occur before we adopted a ‘pay per
loan’ model.’

As for detriments, the main concern around ‘price per
loan’ related to cost and budget. Libraries fear they
‘could end up paying a lot for popular items’, or that a
‘large percentage [of] funds could be spent on single
user, single genre or very similar titles.’ There are concerns that without oversight, the collection will not be

Thus, while libraries are very keen to pursue per loan
licensing options, their other responses suggest that
wider adoption would require new management tools
and procedures if it is to be successful.

adequately curated or balanced.
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Libraries’ broader missions

What changes would libraries like
to see?

Content curation
9. Simultaneous use licensing is the single
biggest change libraries would like to see.

There were many things libraries indicated they would

10. Licensing and pricing models are having
negative impacts on the breadth and depth of
library collections

like to see ebook aggregators and/or publishers do
differently. We received a total of 115 suggestions

So far this report has focused on the critical importance

from 106 libraries, which we thematically coded.

of demand from libraries’ communities, but there is

Simultaneous use licensing was the single biggest

another crucial part of collection development - con-

demand from libraries (23), followed by better licence

tent curation. Survey respondents told us that licensing

terms (21), and better pricing (20).

and pricing models - especially exploding licences -

In regards to pricing, 5 libraries raised specific concerns about platform fees, which ties back to the previous section where we identified that libraries need
to have access to multiple platforms to meet demand
since not all platforms have all titles. Eight libraries

are negatively impacting libraries’ abilities to keep a
range of works on their ebook ‘shelves’.
‘Some titles just move at a slower pace
than the current models would allow - e.g.
Australian poetry.’

wanted consistency of licence terms and pricing across

In order to get a sense of the importance that libraries

platforms. A further three wanted greater transparency

place on this issue, we asked libraries whether it is

regarding pricing and licensing conditions.

important for them to maintain perpetual access (i.e.

These findings are supported by our prior research
which found that titles are not uniformly available

via a ‘one copy, one user’ licence) across titles of different kinds of potentially important titles.

nor accessible across platforms, that publishers intend

These figures suggest collection development and

terms to be consistent but often fail to roll new terms

maintaining access are important to libraries (i.e. they

out in a timely manner, to the point that same books

would often like to achieve them): libraries do not think

can have wildly different prices and terms across plat-

their role is only to provide access to the newest titles.

forms (see Giblin et al 2019a).

Figure 12: Is it important for your library to maintain perpetual access (from a curation
perspective, i.e. OC/OU or continually purchased access) to certain kinds of titles?
Important to maintain perpetual access to new
Australian bestsellers: 76 libraries (63%)
Important for older Australian bestsellers:
70 libraries (58%)
Important for new literary prizewinners:
63 libraries (53%)
Important for new international bestsellers:
63 libraries (53%)
Important for older literary prize winners:
56 libraries (47%)
Important for older international bestsellers:
48 libraries (40%)

n=120
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But this necessarily takes a secondary place to other

Consistent with the above results, libraries are more

considerations such as immediate demand and bud-

likely to support known Australian authors than inter-

getary constraints. Libraries’ emphasis on Australian

national ones. They are less likely to purchase titles

content indicates a strong interest in keeping Australian

from debut authors, which goes doubly for new writers

culture present. It is also notable that when it comes

published outside the ‘Big 5’. Consistent with what we

to perpetual access, libraries weight older Australian

know about high rates of cultural depreciation in the

bestsellers more heavily than even new international

book industry, we also see that libraries are less likely

bestsellers.

to purchase older titles.
In our previous research, we have demonstrated that
publishers price and license older titles on much

‘We are interested in licensing Australian
Independent published material from
small and micro publishers as well as self
published material.’

the same terms as the newest ones, including similar use of exploding licenses (Giblin et al 2019b).
These responses from libraries now confirm that those
licensing decisions can and do reduce the prospects of

To further test the impact of licensing decisions on

older titles being purchased by libraries. That reduces

curation, we asked libraries how likely they were to

the availability of our literary heritage and potentially

add particular types of books to their collection if they

also harms author interests by preventing their titles

will expire in a fixed period of time (even if they have

from being purchased and read. In our next piece of

never been borrowed).

work we will be exploring the reasons why publishers
make such licensing decisions.

Figure 13: How likely are libraries to add the following types of book to collections
if they will expire in a fixed period of time?
Highly likely

Likely

Neither likely
nor unlikely

Unlikely

Blanks

Highly unlikely

a) New Fiction release by known International
author (published in the previous 6 months)
b) New Fiction release by known Australian
author (published in the previous 6 months)
c) New Fiction release by debut author, 'Big 5'
publisher (published in the previous 6 months)
d) New Fiction release by debut author, non-'Big
5' publisher (published in the previous 6 months)
e) Fiction title published 6-12 months
f) Fiction title published 1-2 years
g) Fiction title published 2-5 years
h) Fiction title published 5 years or more

n=126
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While the above results are for fiction titles, libraries

German, Hindi/Indian, Russian, Spanish and Italian.

indicate that non-fiction patterns are similar, with

Four respondents observed that they had previously tri-

decisions based on demand, and older titles less likely

alled including ebooks in languages other than English

to be purchased. Purchasing for nonfiction was also

but that these did not circulate successfully. Two addi-

more conservative than for fiction titles, with libraries

tional respondents said they used a ‘pay per loan’

even less likely to purchase titles with unfavourable

model for languages other than English. One library

conditions. Non-fiction also raised some additional

reported that availability was the biggest hurdle - they

concerns, such as perceived higher costs and lower

would like to develop a more linguistically diverse

demand (though there are indications demand for

collection but have not been able to: there is ‘not

non-fiction is growing).

much available in languages of local community e.g.
Vietnamese, Thai and Cambodian.’ Another reported

Language communities

availability as a problem while noting they are able
to hold ebooks in Chinese because they have a staff
member able to assist. This highlights both availability

11. Ebooks have the potential to enable
libraries to expand their collections to serve
multiple language groups, yet few libraries are
currently doing so.

and expertise as challenges for non-English content
curation creating deficits for communities. In total, 3
respondents reported difficulties sourcing appropriate
content in other languages. The upshot? Libraries can’t
get ebooks in languages other than English, and when

Figure 14: How many ebook titles are in
languages other than English?
A moderate amount
7% or 9 libraries

they can get them no one borrows them! This likely
fuels a cycle: books aren’t available for elending,
therefore they aren’t circulated, and because they
aren’t circulating, little investment is made in making
more of them available.

A little

25% or 31 libraries

None at all

68% or 85 libraries

n=125

When asked how many of their ebook titles are in languages other than English, of 125 responses, 85 (68%)

Figure 15: How many libaries were engaged with
specific processes to source non-English content?
Actively engaged
with specific processes
7% or 9 libraries

Actively engaged but
no specific processes
13% or 17 responses

Not right now
80% or 103 libraries

stated none at all, and a further 31 (25%) stated only a
moderate amount.
For libraries that do hold ebook titles in languages
other than English they are overwhelmingly in
Chinese, followed by Arabic, Vietnamese, Japanese,
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n=129

Social policy and digital exclusion
12. Challenges are most pronounced for
libraries serving rural and remote communities,
and vulnerable populations.

‘We provide eBooks to many customers
in their own home through our outreach
program, many of them have DAISY
players which can play downloaded
content’

The key challenges for libraries when it comes to
elending in their communities are what we might

However, some responses indicate a lack of success

expect from previous research: digital literacy, diffi-

with their outreach measures.

culties coping with multiple apps, multiple accounts
and passwords. The biggest issue identified by respondents is digital exclusion, and the lack of access to
both devices and internet connection.
‘The digital divide remains a genuine issue in our community, with a large number of community members
not having access to network or digital technologies

‘We had a pilot program to lend preloaded
kindles to lend to our home library
borrowers. This was not successful. We also
have a deposit collection of books at the
airport where we promote access to our
online collections. We tried QR codes on
posters, but this was not a great success.’

in the home, or using a smartphone for all their online
needs (and phones aren’t great for eBook reading).’
These challenges are particularly pronounced for rural
and remote services where not everyone has reasonable access to internet services. Remote areas in par-

‘We have made attempts at running iPad
classes at nursing homes but these have
generally not been successful. We do take
iPads to community events to demonstrate
ebooks etc.’

ticular have issues with black spots, where there is no
internet coverage.
Less than one in five libraries (15 out of 77) made no
efforts at outreach.
‘Often in rural and remote areas the
technology is not reliable and expensive.
So people prefer to borrow print resources
because it is in their hands without relying
on faulty technology.’

Many libraries are involved in outreach activities to
help get ebooks into underserved parts of their communities (62 out of 77 responses). Libraries cited outreach activities including promotion at community and
council events (including local sporting events), and
providing technical assistance and training sessions.
Many libraries mentioned taking services directly into
the community, including nursing homes (sometimes
with pre-loaded ebook readers); home library services,
and even ‘pop up libraries’ in public spaces such as
train stations.
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Problems with this
demand-driven market

authors and publishers. It also limits libraries’ abilities to service other community needs such as foreign
language collections. Libraries have demonstrated a
strong interest in buying more content to satisfy their

For libraries, deciding which ebooks to purchase for

readerships if they had the resources to do so (see

lending is strongly influenced by public policy and

above), so reducing these inefficiencies would likely

institutional imperatives (such as delivering books to

benefit the Australian publishing industry.

underserved populations). The survey results suggest
that such non-market considerations can cause difficulties for libraries seeking to fulfil their missions
within the elending market.

The desire of libraries to distribute books as broadly
as possible also results in their taking on obligations
to provide individualised technical assistance and
training. This burden is high. As one respondent put

For example, as we have shown in earlier stages of this

it, ‘Staff [are] being expected to understand every

project, not all books are available on all aggregator

e-reader, every version, every brand and how it relates

platforms (Giblin 2019a). As this survey now confirms,

to several different ebook platforms.’ This results in

libraries are strongly motivated to be able to deliver

‘Too much variety and complexity, time-consuming

access to the greatest possible range of titles demanded

to troubleshoot, especially when patrons have tech-

by their patrons, and one way they give effect to that is

nology that has become outdated.’

by subscribing to multiple aggregators and platforms.
But this requires juggling multiple vendors and paying
separate platform fees for each. This cuts into budgets. As one library explained: ‘Our ‘Downloadable
Book’ budget has increased from $50,000 per annum
in 2011/12 to $310,000 in 2018/19 due to member
demand. The problem is we now support 4 vendor
platforms with this budget...’
Maintaining multiple platforms is costly in other ways
too: ‘Having three platforms is a time consuming exercise in monitoring stock, particularly with expiring

‘The constant updating of apps and
systems around access to digital content
can be extremely frustrating, and can
be a genuine barrier to use. Users with
older devices suddenly find themselves no
longer able to access platforms as systems
become incompatible. Placing technology
between the reader and the thing they
want to read will never create a uniformly
good experience. This is a challenge
for library staff who want to facilitate
borrowing for their customers.’

titles.’ That is exacerbated by the reality that elending
vendors have not had the time to develop service offerings as sophisticated as their physical counterparts.

The level of service provided by libraries again highlights the primacy of non-market considerations to
their decision-making. It would simply not be feasible

‘[V]endor models do not yet provide the
same level of service for selection and
cataloguing tasks that are available from
physical materials suppliers.’

for commercial providers to assist customers to this
degree. By taking on this role however, libraries are
valuably expanding the consumption of (and market
for) books.

Multiple platform fees and higher maintenance costs
eat resources that could otherwise be spent on buying
books, reducing the share that could otherwise go to
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Curation is yet another non-market consideration that
is important to libraries. Once again however, they
have indicated that this is being compromised by shifts
to time-limited or exploding licences. ‘The majority of

items now available for purchase are available in the

Conclusions

metered access lending model. None of the Big 4 publishers now offer any deals with any of our suppliers
that allow any of their imprints as OC/OU perpetual.
This has impacted the costs of maintaining the ‘long
tail’ in a collection development context.’ If libraries
want to maintain ongoing access to important books
they are now often obliged to pay for them afresh every
two years - even if they rarely circulate. That simply is
not an option for most libraries, which showed concern to maximise each dollar.

Our results show that Australian libraries are deeply
committed to elending as a way of better serving their
readers, but that there are real problems with the way
in which the market is currently working. Our most
striking finding is that libraries’ purchasing decisions for ebooks are driven most strongly by demand
from their customers. This has clear implications for
public libraries’ other missions: like ensuring access
to important cultural content or serving non-English
speaking communities and those who are digitally

‘We consider re-purchasing costs of
expired/expiring metered access titles.
Because the re-purchase decision has
collection development impacts (e.g.
maintaining series; maintaining backlists)
we have to allocate budget to this
separately to purchase of new titles.’

excluded (Thomas et al 2019). The licence terms and
prices attached to lower-demand content (often the
same as those for high demand books) are a strong
barrier to libraries being able to include them in collections. Existing elending arrangements also force
libraries into inefficiencies, including by obliging them
to adopt multiple platforms and purchase ‘exploding’

‘Licensing models where titles need to be
renewed lead to a restricted budget to
purchase other items’.

licences for material that may not circulate. That is
diverting funds that could otherwise be spent on circulating content. Based on this research, we think
there are likely to be ways the system could change to

Interestingly, some libraries also exhibited a preference
for digital offerings on environmental grounds. For
example, one told us that, ‘for popular items where

better serve the full range of interests that are important
here: those of libraries, yes, but also those of readers,
authors and publishers too.

multiple copies are required to fill reservations we
encourage our customers to have eBooks or eAudio
Books. This reduces processing costs and waste when
the item is no longer the flavour of the month.’ Such
considerations are likely to play increasingly important
roles as environmental and sustainability concerns
grow across the population.
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Materials and methods

centralised state or territory-wide public library ebook
purchasing systems. We received responses from each

We conducted a national survey of Australian public
libraries in December 2018. The survey was conducted on Qualtrics, an online tool for conducting
survey research and data collection. We used the tool
to construct a survey that contained questions focused
on establishing how libraries decide which ebooks to
purchase, including the roles played by publisher-set
prices and licence terms.
The survey link was distributed to libraries through
our research partner institutions and via other library
leaders within geographical areas, and specifically
targeted public-facing libraries that offered elending.
As a precaution, the first three questions in the
survey screened out those ineligible to participate.
We received two responses from ineligible scientific
libraries that are not reported in the data. We also
removed responses that were superseded by a more
complete survey from the same respondent. There
were many instances of this, showing that libraries
clicked through the survey answering questions sporadically, likely in order to familiarise themselves with
the information being requested, and then returned at
a later date to complete the survey in full. In these

of these centralised purchasing teams. In some cases
libraries in those regions can also ‘top up’ their collections by purchasing additional titles on top of the
consortial offerings that are available to their members only, and we received 18 additional responses
from such libraries in these regions. Such consortial
arrangements are commonly used elsewhere too, eg.
US and Canada (Overdrive, 2019).
Victoria, New South Wales (NSW) and Queensland
are not centralised, and libraries usually operate and
purchase books within individual local government
areas. Sometimes they operate as smaller consortia
across local government areas or even across states.
Queensland has 77 local government areas, and 29
of these are part of a centralised ebook purchasing
consortium run by Rural Libraries Queensland. We
received a response from Rural Libraries Queensland
and individual responses from a further 8 Queensland
libraries. Those responses cover an estimated 48% of
Queensland libraries. Victoria has 46 public library
services of which we had responses covering 38
(83%). NSW has 90 public library services of which
we had responses covering 46 (51%).

cases, we kept the most complete response. We were

These different models for ebook acquisition by public

left with 126 valid survey responses for analysis.

libraries create complexities for analysis of the survey.

As with previous studies, we rely on self-reporting by
library staff (e.g. Zickuhr, Rainie, Purcell, Madden, &
Brenner, 2012). Responses were submitted by staff in a
variety of library roles right up to CEO level, but most
were submitted by staff working in collection development roles with ebook purchasing responsibilities and
expertise. Of the 126 completed responses; 102 were
completed by individuals, and a further 24 by library
staff who worked on the answers as a group.
We report the response rate state by state as each has
different arrangements for purchasing ebooks. Western
Australia, South Australia, Tasmania, the Australian
Capital Territory and the Northern Territory all have
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Trying to ‘weight’ responses according to the size of
the library system they represent would involve very
significant complexity. Given differences in local
populations, it would also be misleading to count
libraries or weight responses according to the number
or size of libraries. For all these reasons, throughout
this report, we present only the number of responses,
and these numbers should not be read as representing
the number of libraries taking a given approach or
reporting a given challenge or strategy.
Participants did not need to answer all questions to
proceed through the survey, and some questions
did not receive responses from all 126 participants.

This is indicated in our reporting of the results where
relevant. The median time taken to complete the
survey was 47 minutes. That libraries participated at
such high rates, and set aside so much time to do, indicates the importance of the surveyed issues.
Participants answered a total of 47 questions, producing both quantitative and qualitative data. The
survey used a combination of closed-ended questions, including balanced rating scales, likert scales,
and rank order. Other questions were posed as openended questions, or included the option for free text
answers. We used directed content analysis to analyse
the qualitative data, structured by themes identified in
prior research.
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Appendix

Q10 - How often would you like to purchase a title
but find it is not available for purchase from your

Survey questions

vendor/s?
Always - Most of the time - About half the time Sometimes - Never

Q1 - Is your library a public library (or are you
answering this survey on behalf of a public library/
libraries)?
Yes

|

|

Sometimes - Never - I don’t know

No

purchase for your library?
|

Q12 - How much is price a factor in deciding
whether to purchase an e-book title?

Q3 - Are you involved in deciding which ebooks to
Yes

availability of e-book titles?
Always - Most of the time - About half the time -

No

Q2 - Are e-books available from your library?
Yes

Q11 - Do your readers complain about the lack of

No

Q4 - Which library or library consortium are you
answering on behalf of?

Extremely important - Very important - Moderately
important - Slightly important - Not at all important - I
don’t know
Q13 - How important is the licence type (eg ‘one
copy, one user’; 26 loans; 36 loans or two years
whichever comes first) in deciding whether to pur-

Q5 - Are you completing this survey as an individual

chase individual e-book titles?

or as a group?

Extremely important - Very important - Moderately
important - Slightly important - Not at all important - I

Q6 - What is your role/are your roles?

don’t know

Q7 - What is your name/are your names? (optional)

Q14 - On a scale of 1-10, with 10 being the highest,

Q8 - What year did e-books first become available for
e-lending from your library?
[Enter year]

|

Not sure

Q9 - Please select all the vendors your library currently has e-book contracts with (ignore vendors you
have e-audio contracts with only):
- Bibliotheca (Cloud Library)
- Bolinda (BorrowBox)

how much do you take the following factors into
account when deciding whether to purchase an
e-book title?
Other factor taken into account (please specify)
Q15 - How many of your e-book titles are in languages other than English?
A great deal - A lot - A moderate amount - A little None at all

- James Bennett (Axis360)

Q16: Are you developing your collection of titles in

- Overdrive (Overdrive or Libby)

languages other than English?

- Wheelers

-Yes, we are actively engaged in this

- Other (please specify)

- Yes, but we have no specific process in place to
achieve this currently
- Not right now
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Q17: If you do purchase e-books in languages other

Q23 - It’s important that publishers offer multiple

than English, please write the most commonly pur-

licence types and price points for titles, so libraries

chased language here:

can choose the one that best fits the current needs of
their readers and budgets.

Q18 - How closely does your library track the price

Strongly agree - Agree - Somewhat agree - Neither

per loan for titles after purchase? (E.g. how much

agree nor disagree - Somewhat disagree - Disagree -

titles cost divided by number of loans)?

Strongly disagree

Very closely Moderately closely - Slightly - Not at all
- I don’t know

Q24 - Is it important for your library to maintain perpetual access (from a curation perspective, i.e. OC/

Q19 - Does your library have a benchmark ‘price per

OU or continually purchased access) to certain kinds

loan’ that you try to reach?

of titles? Select any that apply:

- Yes. Please specify amount: [Enter amount]

- New International best sellers

- Yes, but we are not actively trying to achieve this

- New Australian best sellers

- No, would like to do this but we do not have the

- New literary prize winners

resources/skills

- Older International best seller

- No, my library is not interested in this

- Older Australian best sellers

- No, we haven’t considered this

- Older literary prize winners

Q20 - Does your library take any special steps to

Q25 - What factors are important in deciding which

reduce titles’ price per loan (e.g. by promoting OC/

books you want to hold in your collection (e.g. genre,

OU titles, or titles which are about to expire)?

language, audience, local authors)? Please specify.

- Yes (please specify)
- No, would like to do this but we do not have the

Q26 - How would you rank these lending models in

resources/skills

order of preference? Drag and drop the items listed

- No, my library is not interested in this

on the left into the boxes labelled first preference to

- No, we haven’t considered this

fourth preference. Note: assume all models permit
borrowing by one user at a time, and the prices are

Q21 - Does your library take any other budget or

identical.

financial considerations into account in deciding

- ‘One copy, one user’ (lasts for as long as the library

whether to purchase a title? Please explain.

has access to the vendor)

Q22 - Does your library have a policy of buying
an additional e-book copy when there is a certain
number of holds? If so, how many?
- No
- Yes. Specify number of holds
- Yes. But there’s no specific number of holds - we do
it on an ad hoc basis.
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- Metered access - loan limit only (eg 26 loans
without any time limit)
- Metered access - time limit only (bearing in mind
implied loan limit - eg a 1 year licence has an
implied maximum of 26 loans if it’s lent continuously
for 2 weeks at a time),
- Metered access - time AND loan limit (eg 36 loans
or 2 years, whichever comes first)

Q27 - Assume a ‘pay per loan’ model is available for

b) New Fiction release by known Australian author

your library, where you only paid for e-books each

(published in the previous 6 months)

time they were lent out. Please list the potential ben-

c) New Fiction release by debut author, ‘Big 5’ pub-

efits that most attract you and detriments that most

lisher (published in the previous 6 months)

concern you about this model in order of importance

d) New Fiction release by debut author, non-’Big 5’

to your library.

publisher (published in the previous 6 months)
e) Fiction title published 6-12 months

Q28 - Assume a new release bestselling title by a

f) Fiction title published 1-2 years

known international author. It’s available on a ‘One

g) Fiction title published 2-5 years

copy, one user’ perpetual licence for $36. What do

h) Fiction title published 5 years or more

you think would be an appropriate price for the following types of licence?

Q32 - Would your answer be the same for non-fiction

- 26 loans (no time limit)

releases?

- 36 loans/2 years whichever comes first

Yes

Q29 - Assume a 25-year-old Miles Franklin award

Q33 - Please explain your answer to question 32.

|

Somewhat

|

No

winner that’s no longer available for purchase in the
shops because sales are too low. It’s available on a

Q34 - How does title bundling (the practice of

‘One copy, one user’ perpetual licence for $36. What

requiring libraries to purchase, for example, 500 or

do you think would be an appropriate price for the

1000 titles from a single publisher to access any one)

following types of licence?

affect the likelihood that you will purchase titles from

- 26 loans (no time limit)

that publisher?

- 36 loans/2 years whichever comes first

- Will not purchase
- Makes much less likely to purchase

Q30 - Assume a two year old title that was borrowed

- Makes no difference to purchase

five times in the last 12 months and is about to expire

- Makes more likely to purchase

from your collection. It’s available on a ‘One copy,

- Makes much more likely to purchase

one user’ perpetual licence for $36. What do you
think would be an appropriate price for the following

Q35 - Are there particular licence terms that are a

types of licence?

‘dealbreaker’ for your library when deciding whether

- 26 loans (no time limit)

to purchase a title?

- 36 loans/2 years whichever comes first

- Yes, please specify
- No

Q31 - Many e-book licences expire after a set period

- Possibly, but can’t think of any right now

(eg 12 months or 2 years). This means they get
deleted from collections after that time even if they

Q36 - If there is sufficient demand, will your library

have never been borrowed. How likely are you to

purchase a certain title regardless of unattractive

add the following types of book to your collection if

pricing terms? Please briefly explain your deci-

they will expire in a fixed period of time?

sion-making process in this regard.

a) New Fiction release by known International author
(published in the previous 6 months)
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Q37 - Has your library been involved in outreach

Q43 - What would you like to see e-book vendors

activities to help get e-books into underserved parts

and/or publishers do differently?

of the community? (Eg setting up kiosks at train
stations, going to nursing homes or airports.) If yes,

Q44 - Anything we missed? Please use this space

please describe.

here to tell us if there are any questions we should
have asked but didn’t, or if you want to tell us any-

Q38 - What are the biggest difficulties and challenges

thing else you think we should know.

for your library when it comes to ebook lending?
Q45 - To get an idea of nationwide market power,
Q39 - What are the biggest difficulties and chal-

it would be helpful if you could give us an idea of

lenges for your community when it comes to e-book

your library/consortium’s yearly spend on e-lending,

lending?

including platform fees. This data will aggregated and
not be reported at a library level.

Q40 - What are the best things about e-lending for
your library?

Q46 - Would you like to be in the draw to win a
scrumptious afternoon tea for your library group? If

Q41 - What are the best things about e-lending for

yes, please enter your email address!

your community?
Q47 - Thanks so much for taking the time to comQ42 - Do you think e-books are helping your library

plete our survey! Your contribution will ensure

fulfil its public service missions? Why, why not?

your library’s perspectives are taken into account in
thinking about how e-lending should be regulated in
the future.
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